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Abstract
The distance join is a spatial join that ﬁnds pairs of closest objects in the order of distance by associating
two spatial data sets. The distance join stores node pairs in a priority queue, from which node pairs are
retrieved while traversing R-trees in top-down manners in the order of distance. This paper ﬁrst shows that
a priority strategy for the tied pairs in the priority queue during distance join processing greatly aﬀects its
performance. Then it proposes a probabilistic tie-breaking priority method. The experiments show that the
proposed method is always better than alternative methods in the performance perspectives. Ó 2002
Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
Keywords: Distance join; Probabilistic tie-breaking priority; Distance distribution function

1. Introduction
The distance join is a spatial join which retrieves data pairs in the order of distance by associating two or more data objects in a multi-dimensional space [11,20]. An SQL example of distance join query is as follows:
Select *
From A, B
Order By distance (A.object, B.object)
Stop After k;
q
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In the example above, the Order By clause forces the query results to be sorted in the increasing
order of Euclidean distance, while the Stop After [6,7] clause limits the cardinality of the query
results to k.
Applications of distance join include various areas in need of multi-dimensional data such as
spatial databases, geographic information systems (GIS), multimedia and image databases, airplane navigation control systems. For example, in spatial database systems, users can request a
speciﬁc number of spatially closest pairs like ‘‘retrieve 5 hotel and restaurant pairs which are
closest to each other in this city’’. In image database systems, a distance join can be used to retrieve the most similar image pairs when associating the two image data sets. In airplane navigation control systems, it can be periodically monitored for safety which airplanes are the closest
to others at the moment by processing distance joins queries.
1.1. Overview of distance join using R-Trees
A distance join can be eﬃciently processed when associated data sets are indexed by spatial
data structures such as R-Trees [2,3,10,19], because the search space of a distance join algorithm
can be considerably reduced if data nodes are paired by traversing the indexes in top-down
manners. It is also desirable to maintain node pairs, which are generated while traversing R-Trees,
in a priority queue. The priority of the queue is set to the distance between two nodes of a pair.
This makes it possible to examine node pairs by order of distance. We deﬁne this priority queue as
a main queue (MQ). The main queue is initialized with a pair which consists of two root nodes,
one from each R-Tree, at the beginning of the algorithm.
When a pair is fetched from the main queue, it is examined to see whether it is an object pair or
a non-object pair. If it is an object pair, it is returned immediately as the next answer. If it is a nonobject pair, it is expanded into child node pairs each of which consists of two child nodes, one
from each parent node. For example, in Fig. 1, the R-Tree node pair hr; si is dequeued from the
main queue and expanded into nine node pairs, fhr1 ; s1 i, hr1 ; s2 i, hr1 ; s3 i, hr2 ; s1 i, hr2 ; s2 i, hr2 ; s3 i,
hr3 ; s1 i, hr3 ; s2 i, hr3 ; s3 ig. After that, these node pairs are inserted into the main queue. Note that
the distance of a parent node pair is less than or equal to the distance of any of its child node pairs.
This is due to the spatially hierarchical containment property of the spatial indices such that the
area represented by a node in those indices include all the areas represented by its child nodes.
If the number of object pairs to be returned as results, k, is known a priori, the performance of
the algorithm can be improved further. To make use of this information, k minimum distances are

Fig. 1. Relationship between child and parent nodes in R-trees: (a) tree-structured spatial index, (b) spatial containment.
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maintained among the distances of the object pairs which have been inserted into the main queue
so far. The maximum distance value among the k smallest distances is set to a cut-oﬀ distance,
qDmax . We use qDmax to prune the node pairs that have a distance larger than this value. To
maintain the k smallest distances, a max-heap, called distance queue (QD ), is introduced. qDmax ,
the header value of the distance queue, is initialized to an inﬁnity at the beginning of the algorithm, and gets smaller as the algorithm proceeds, until it becomes equal to the real cut-oﬀ value,
Dmax , for k. Note that Dmax is not known a priori. Shin et al. [20] deﬁned the distance join using the
distance queue as the k-distance join. Fig. 2 represents the framework of k-distance join which will
be used in this paper.
1.2. Problem deﬁnition
Among the node pairs generated during node expansions, only the node pairs that have a
distance smaller than qDmax are inserted into a main queue, and the other node pairs are discarded. The value of qDmax is initialized to an inﬁnity at the start of the algorithm and becomes
smaller as the algorithm proceeds. Note that the qDmax value becomes smaller only when an object
pair whose distance is smaller than qDmax is inserted into the main queue. Its implication is that the
more object pairs with short distances are inserted into the main queue in the early stages of the
algorithm, the more quickly the value of qDmax is decreased. This in turn will reduce the processing
time of distance join queries.
Consider two pairs of objects shown in Fig. 3. The distance between objects r1 and s1 is shorter
than that between objects r2 and s2 (that is, distðr1 ; s1 Þ < distðr2 ; s2 Þ). Nonetheless, the distances
of their parent node pairs are identical (that is, distðparentðr1 Þ; parentðs1 ÞÞ ¼ distðparentðr2 Þ;
parentðs2 ÞÞ). This is because the parent nodes of r1 and s1 overlap each other, and so do the parent

Fig. 2. The framework of k-distance join.
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Fig. 3. Motivating examples to break ties: (a) a pair of objects with a short distance, (b) a pair of objects with a long
distance.

nodes of r2 and s2 . When such node pairs of an equal distance are inserted into a main queue, they
are indistinguishable in terms of priority and the relative order of node expansions between the
two pairs will be arbitrary (or somewhat aﬀected by the way of implementing a max-heap).
In fact, the chance that a pair of non-object nodes overlap is expected to be higher than that of
a pair of objects, because a non-object node tends to occupy a larger space than an object does. In
our experiments, the distance was zero for more than 98% of non-object node pairs dequeued
from a main queue. Consequently, it can have a critical impact on the processing speed of distance
join queries to determine the order of such a large number of zero-distance node pairs in the main
queue. Therefore, it is not a suﬃcient solution to rely solely on node distances in order to determine the order of node pairs in the main queue. Instead, it is desirable to employ a secondary
priority for breaking the ties among node pairs.
In this paper, we present the optimized priority measure to order node pairs of the same distance to further improve processing distance joins. In Section 2, two viable priority methods are
introduced, and the probabilistic priority method is proposed in Section 3. An approximate
method of the probabilistic priority measurement is presented in Section 4. Related work is
presented in Section 5. Performance evaluation of our method is shown in Section 5. Finally, we
conclude this paper in Section 6.

2. Related work
Studies [8,11,20] on the distance join queries are found in the recent literature. Shin et al. [20]
discriminated between incremental distance joins and k-distance joins. Incremental distance joins
can be used if k is not known a priori, otherwise, k-distance joins can be used to accelerate the
performance of the incremental distance joins using a distance queue and qDmax . The secondary
priority methods described in this paper are mainly applied to k distance joins.
The tie-breaking problem in distance join processing has been mentioned in the previous work.
However, the ultimate goal of the problem was not deﬁned clearly and accordingly the solutions
were restrictive. Hjaltason and Samet [11] proposed to ﬁrst select a node pair, among the tied node
pairs in a main queue, which has a node with the deepest depth in the R-Tree. This method is
based on a heuristic that it is desirable to produce object pairs earlier than non-object pairs.
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Corral et al. [8] proposed to ﬁrst select a node pair, among the tied node pairs in a main queue,
which has a node with the largest area.
A tie-breaking method helps reduce the number of insertions of node pairs into a main queue
by smartly choosing a node pair among the zero-distant node pairs in the main queue. Apart from
this problem addressed in this paper, once a node pair is selected among the node pairs in the
main queue, Shin et al. [20] mentioned a problem how to smartly expand a node pair into their
child node pairs to reduce the number of distance computations during each node expansion. In
that paper, a novel strategy, deﬁned as the sweeping index method in which sweeping axis and
direction are selected on a node pair basis, was proposed for optimizing plane-sweeping techniques [17]. The tie-breaking and node expansion strategies are the two key leverages for accelerating the distance join algorithms.
It may be argued that a spatial distance join query can be processed by a spatial join operation
[1,4,5,9,12–14,16,18] followed by a sort operation. Speciﬁcally, if a cut-oﬀ distance value, Dmax ,
can be predicted precisely for a given stopping cardinality k, we can use a spatial join algorithm
with a within predicate instead of an intersect predicate to ﬁnd the k nearest pairs of objects. In practice, however, it is almost impossible to estimate an accurate Dmax value for a given
stopping cardinality k, and, to the best of our knowledge, no method for estimating such a cutoﬀ
value has been reported in the literature. If the Dmax value is overestimated, then the results from a
spatial join operation may contain too many candidate pairs, which may cause a long delay in a
subsequent stage to sort all the candidate pairs. On the other hand, if the Dmax value is underestimated, a spatial join operation may not return a suﬃcient number of object pairs. Then, the
spatial join operation should be repeated with a new estimate of Dmax , until k or more pairs are
returned. This may cause a signiﬁcant amount of waste in processing time and resources.

3. Secondary priorities for breaking ties
Although the primary priority of the main queue is already ﬁxed as the distance, in the performance perspective of the distance join, a secondary priority for breaking tied pairs should be
given to decrease qDmax as quickly as possible. In other words, it is desirable to force node pairs
with smaller distances to be generated earlier than ones with larger distances.
3.1. Maximum distance priority method
In this method, the maximum distance between the two nodes of each pair is used as a secondary priority of the main queue; among the tied node pairs in the main queue, those who have
smaller maximum distances are supposed to get higher priorities than those who have larger
maximum distances. It is reasoned that if the maximum distance of a node pair is smaller, the
distances of its child node pairs are distributed in a smaller interval of distances, and thus the
expansion of the node pair may possibly generate more child node pairs of smaller distances.
This method does not always show desirable results. For instance, consider pair A and B in Fig.
4. According to this method, node pair A will have higher priority than node pair B, as the
maximum distance of A is smaller than the maximum distance of B. However, the two nodes of
pair B overlap each other more and accordingly will generate more child node pairs with smaller
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Fig. 4. A counter example of maximum distance priority method: (a) pair A, (b) pair B.

distances than A. It is therefore desirable to give higher priority to pair B. As seen in this example,
this method does not reﬂect how much the two nodes of each pair are overlapped.
3.2. Relative overlap priority method
The relative overlap priority method aims at alleviating the problem raised by the maximum
distance priority method. This method assigns higher priorities to the node pairs which have
higher relative overlap values. The relative overlap of a node pair is obtained by dividing its
overlapped area by the sum of the areas of the two nodes as follows:
RelativeOverlapðhr; siÞ ¼

areaðr \ sÞ
:
areaðrÞ þ areaðsÞ

ð1Þ

If the relative overlap of a node pair is higher than that of another node pair, it is likely to
generate a larger number of child node pairs which have relatively small distance values. However,
like the maximum distance priority method, this method does not always show desirable results,
either. For instance, let’s consider pair A and B in Fig. 5.
According to this method, node pair B will have higher priority than node pair A, because the
overlap rate of B is higher than the overlap rate of A. However, in reality, node pair A will still
generate a larger number of child node pairs with relatively small distances compared to node pair
B. As seen in this example, this method cannot reﬂect how wide the child nodes of each pair
spread.

Fig. 5. A counter example of overlap rate priority method: (a) pair A, (b) pair B.
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4. Probabilistic tie-breaking priority method
Each priority method described in the previous section does not guarantee the optimal ordering
of node pairs due to its own limitations. The goal of the secondary priority of the main queue is to
decrease qDmax as quickly as possible, so that node pairs with relatively small distances are generated in the early stages of the distance join. To be more speciﬁc, it aims at making the qDmax
value approach the real cut-oﬀ distance, Dmax , as quickly as possible. In this section, we propose a
novel probabilistic method for ﬁnding a near-optimal secondary priority to fulﬁll the goal.
Note that the qDmax value is always no smaller than Dmax . Conceptually, an optimal secondary
priority method must select a node pair among those of zero-distance from the main queue, in a
way that the selected node pair is expected to generate a maximum number of the child node pairs
that have distances smaller than Dmax .
Fig. 6(a) shows an example of an overlapped node pair and Fig. 6(b) shows the distance distribution of the child node pairs. Let f ðtÞ represent a distance distribution function. Then, the
ratio of the number of the child node pairs which have distances smaller than Dmax value, among
all the child node pairs that are generated from the node pair, is formulated as
R Dmax
f ðtÞdt
;
ð2Þ
CandidateRatioðhr; siÞ ¼ R 0dparent
f
ðtÞdt
0
where dparent is the maximum distance of the parent node pair.
Then, the probabilistic secondary priority method will select a node pair, among the zero-distant
node pairs in the main queue, which is an object node pair or has the largest value of Candidate Ratio.
4.1. Estimation of Dmax
It is impossible to know the cut-oﬀ distance value, Dmax , for the speciﬁc k before the processing
of a given distance join query. Following the method proposed by Shin et al. [20], we estimate
eDmax based on the assumption that the given datasets are uniformly distributed.

Fig. 6. Distance distribution of child node pairs for an overlapped node pair: (a) an overlapped node pair, (b) distance
distribution of its child node pairs.
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Let jRj and jSj be the number of data objects in sets R and S, respectively. Then, the number of
p d2
.
data objects in S within a distance d from a data object in R is approximated by jSj areaðR\SÞ
Therefore, the total number of object pairs (k) within a distance d is given by
k ¼ jRj

jSj

p d2
:
areaðR \ SÞ

For a given k value as the number of requested query results, an estimation of eDmax can be
obtained from the above equation as follows:


pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
areaðR \ SÞ
where q ¼
:
ð3Þ
eDmax ¼ k q
p jRj jSj
4.2. Distance distribution function
In this section, we derive a distance distribution function for a given pair of nodes that overlap
each other. The distance distribution function f ðdÞ is the expected number of object pairs whose
distance is d. We derive a formula of f ðdÞ for a one-dimensional space, and then extend it to
higher-dimensional spaces.
4.2.1. Distance distribution function for one-dimensional node pair
In a one-dimensional space, a pair of nodes are represented as two line segments, as shown in
Fig. 7. The expected number of object pairs at distance zero (i.e., d ¼ 0) is the length of overlap of
the two line segments. That is,
f ð0Þ ¼ Overlap:

ð4Þ

If a pair of objects are apart by a non-zero distance d, they can always be positioned at the same
location by shifting either of the line segments to left or right direction by distance d. Thus, for a
non-zero distance (i.e., d 6¼ 0), the expected number of object pairs at distance d is the length of
overlap of the two line segments with one of them shifted to left and right by d. That is,
f ðdÞ ¼ fl ðdÞ þ fr ðdÞ;

ð5Þ

where fl ðdÞ is the length of overlap with a line segment shifted to the left by d, and fr ðdÞ is the
length of overlap with the same line segment shifted to the right by d.

Fig. 7. Distance distribution for one-dimensional node pair: (a) expansions in two directions, (b) example of an expansion.
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The formula of fr ðdÞ for d > 0 can be obtained from Fig. 7(b) as follows:
fr ðdÞ ¼ maxfminða; dÞ þ Overlap

maxðd

a0 ; 0Þ; 0g;

ð6Þ

0

where a is the left margin of a node of the given pair, a is the right margin of the other node of the
pair, and Overlap is the overlapped interval of the pair.
4.2.2. Distance distribution function for two-dimensional node pair
In a two-dimensional space, a pair of nodes are represented as two rectangles, as shown in Fig.
8. The expected number of object pairs at distance zero (i.e., d ¼ 0) is the intersected area of the
two rectangles. That is,
f ð0Þ ¼ Ox

Oy ;

ð7Þ

where Ox and Oy represent the side lengths of the intersected area along x and y axes, respectively.
For a non-zero distance (i.e., d 6¼ 0), the notion of shifting a line segment in a one-dimensional
space can be extended to the two-dimensional space. The expected number of object pairs at
distance d is the intersected area of the two rectangles with one of them drifted to any direction by
d as shown in Fig. 8(a). That is,
f ðdÞ ¼ flu ðdÞ þ fld ðdÞ þ fru ðdÞ þ frd ðdÞ;

ð8Þ

where flu ðdÞ; fld ðdÞ; fru ðdÞ and frd ðdÞ are the intersected areas with a rectangle drifted by d to left
and upward, left and downward, right and upward, and right and downward directions, respectively.
The formula of flu ðdÞ for d > 0 can be obtained from Fig. 8(b) as follows:
Z
maxfðOx þ x x0 Þ; 0g maxfðOy þ y y 0 Þ; 0gdðx; yÞ;
ð9Þ
flu ðdÞ ¼
x2 þy 2 ¼d 2

Fig. 8. Distance distribution for two-dimensional node pair: (a) expansions in four directions, (b) example of an expansion.
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where a and b represent the margin of a node of the given pair along the x and y axis each, a0 and
b0 represent the margin of the other node of the pair along the x and y axis each, and 0 6 x 6 d;
x ¼ Minfd; ag; y ¼ Minfd; bg; x0 ¼ Maxfd a0 ; 0g; y 0 ¼ Maxfd b0 ; 0g.
4.2.3. Distance distribution function for N-dimensional node pair
The distance distribution function for an N-dimensional space can be obtained the same way as
in the previous sections. In an N-dimensional space, an N-dimensional hyper-rectangle can be
drifted in 2N directions. Therefore, f ðdÞ is formulated by the following equations:
f ð0Þ ¼

N
Y

ð10Þ

Oi

i¼1

and, for a non-zero d,
f ðdÞ ¼

2N
X

fk ðdÞ;

ð11Þ

k¼1

Z

fk ðdÞ ¼ PN

x2 ¼d 2
i¼1 i

N
Y

maxfOi þ xi

x0i ; 0gdðx1 ; . . . ; xN Þ;

ð12Þ

i¼1

where ai represents the margin of a node of the given pair along the ith axis, a0i represents the
margin of the other node of the pair along the ith axis, Oi represents the overlapped interval of the
pair along the ith axis, and 0 6 xi 6 d; xi ¼ Minfd; ai g; x0i ¼ Maxfd a0i ; 0g.

5. Approximation of distance distribution
The distance distribution function described in the previous section provides conceptual formulae based on the uniformity assumption of given datasets. In practice, we use an approximation of the formulae because of the high computational complexity of the formulae. As seen in
Fig. 9, the distribution of child node pairs of a node pair generally follows a biased normal
distribution, or a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, if the average distance value (DA) in the
distribution is available, the probabilistic distribution can be simpliﬁed to a triangular one as in
Fig. 9.
The approximate value of the average distance can be obtained by computing the distance
between the center points of the two nodes in the given node pair. To increase the correctness of
the average distance, more than one points can be selected from each node. For example, in Fig.
10, four points are selected from each node and the average distance value is obtained from the
distances of 16 point pairs. Once the average distance, DA, is given, the distance distribution
function, f ðdÞ, is abbreviated as follows:
8D
if d 6 DA;
< DA d
ð13Þ
f ðdÞ ¼ DA Ddparent ðd dparent Þ if DA < d 6 dparent ;
:
0
if d > dparent ;

H. Shin et al. / Data & Knowledge Engineering 41 (2002) 67–83
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Fig. 9. Approximation of distance distribution function.

Fig. 10. Sampling of multiple center points to compute average distance.

where D represents the f ðdÞ value when d ¼ DA, and dparent represents the maximum distance of
the parent pair.

6. Performance evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the proposed methods empirically and compare with the previous
work. In particular, the maximum distance priority, overlap rate priority, probabilistic priority
methods (denoted as MaxDist, Overlap, and Prob, respectively) were compared with the depth
priority [11] and area priority [8] methods (denoted as Depth and Area, respectively) which were
described in the related work.
Experiments were performed on a Sun Ultrasparc-II workstation running on Solaris 2.7. This
workstation has 256 MBytes of memory and 9 GBytes of disk storage (Seagate ST39140A) with
Ultra 10 EIDE interface. The disk is locally attached to the workstation and used to store
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databases, queues and any temporary results. We used the direct I/O feature of Solaris for all the
experiments to avoid operating system’s cache eﬀects, and the average disk access bandwidth was
about 0.5 MBytes/s for random accesses and about 5 MBytes/s for sequential accesses.
To evaluate distance join algorithms, we used real-world data sets in TIGER/Line97 from the
US Bureau of Census [15]. The particular data sets we used were 633,461 streets and 189,642
hydrographic objects from the Arizona state. These data sets were indexed by R -trees [2].
To compare the performances of these methods, we enhanced B-KDJ [20] distance join algorithm with a tie-breaking mechanism. We call it TB-KDJ. The cardinality k of distance join
query results were varied from 1 to 100,000.
6.1. TB-KDJ: Tie-breaking K-distance join algorithm with bi-directional expansion
TB-KDJ is same as B-KDJ except that TB-KDJ selects a node pair following a tie-breaking
priority for the equal-distant node pairs in a main queue (Algorithm 1 – line 5), while B-KDJ
arbitrarily selects a node pair among those tied node pairs.
The original B-KDJ algorithm uses qDmax from the distance queue QD as a cutoﬀ value to
examine node pairs. If a pair of nodes hr; si removed from the main queue are a pair of objects,
then the object pair is returned as a query result. Otherwise, the pair is expanded by the PlaneSweep procedure for further processing.
Algorithm 1.
TB-KDJ: Tie-Breaking k-Distance Join Algorithm with Bi-directional Expansion and Plane Sweep
1: set AnswerSet
an empty set;
empty main and distance queues;
2: set QM ; QD
3: insert a pair hR:root; S:rooti into the main queue QM ;
4: while jAnswerSetj < k and QM 6¼ ; do
5:
select c in QM which has the highest tie-breaking priority among the node pairs with the
smallest distance;
6:
if c is an hobject; objecti then AnswerSet
fcg [ AnswerSet;
7:
else PlaneSweep(c);
end
procedure PlaneSweep(hl; ri)
8: set L sort_axis({child nodes of l});
// Sort the child nodes of l by axis values.
9: set R sort_axis({child nodes of r});
// Sort the child nodes of r by axis values.
10: while L 6¼ ; and R 6¼ ; do
11:
n
a node with the min axis value 2 L [ R;
// n becomes an anchor.
12:
if n 2 L then
13:
L
L fng; SweepPruningðn; RÞ;
else
14:
R
R fng; SweepPruningðn; LÞ;
end
end

H. Shin et al. / Data & Knowledge Engineering 41 (2002) 67–83

procedure SweepPruning(n, List)
15: for each node m 2 List in an increasing order of axis value do
// No more candidates.
16:
if axis distanceðn; mÞ > qDmax then return;
17:
if real distanceðn; mÞ 6 qDmax then
18:
insert hn; mi into QM ;
19:
if hn; mi is an hobject; objecti then insert real distanceðn; mÞ into QD ;
end
end
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//qDmax modiﬁed.

Assume that a sweeping axis (i.e., x- or y-dimensional axis) and a sweeping direction (i.e.,
forward or backward) are determined. Then, the child nodes of r and s are sorted by x or y coordinates of one of the corners of their MBRs in an increasing or decreasing order, depending on
the choice of sweeping axis and sweeping direction. Each node encountered during a plane sweep
is selected as an anchor, and it is paired up with child nodes in the other group.
Since an axis distance between any pair hr; si is always smaller than or equal to their real
distance (i.e., axis distanceðr; sÞ 6 real distanceðr; sÞ), real distances are computed only for nodes
whose axis distances from the anchor are within the current qDmax value (line 17). Given that a
real distance is more expensive to compute than an axis distance, it may yield non-trivial performance gain. Then, each pair whose real distance is within qDmax is inserted into the main queue
QM (line 18). If it is a pair of objects, then update the current qDmax value by inserting the real
distance of the object pair into the distance queue QD (line 19).
6.2. Experimental results
A tie-breaking priority measure of a main queue mainly aﬀects the operation of the main queue.
The task of managing a main queue is largely I/O intensive as well as CPU intensive. In implementing a main queue, a hybrid memory/disk scheme [11] and a technique based on range partitioning [7] are used. A partition in the shortest distance range is kept in memory as a heap
structure, while the rest of partitions are stored on disk as merely unsorted piles. Shin et al. [20]
proposed to use Eq. (3) to determine the boundary distance values of the partitions to minimize
the required number of partition movements between main memory and disk. In this scheme of
managing a main queue, inserting a node pair into the in-memory portion of the queue is CPU
intensive, while inserting into the disk resident portion is I/O intensive. Thus, the tie-breaking
method can directly aﬀect the total response time of distance join algorithms.
First, we measured the number of queue insertions when each method was applied to TBKDJ. Table 1 shows the number of queue insertions for the each method when k is varied from
1 to 100,000.
Area method [8] showed very poor performance compared to other methods for every k value.
For better presentation, we do not include Area method in the following experiment sets. Fig. 11
shows the queue insertion ratio of each method in percentage against None method in which no
tie-breaking priority is applied. As shown in Fig. 11, our proposed methods, MaxDist, Overlap
and Prob methods showed better performances than the other methods for every k value. Especially, Prob method was always better than the other methods. It reduced the queue insertions
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Table 1
Number of queue insertions of TB-KDJ
Stopping
cardinality k

Tie-breaking methods
None

Depth

Area

Overlap

MaxDist

Prob

1
10
100
1000
10,000
100,000

17,359
23,040
24,583
35,472
122,566
913,360

9835
15,627
17,369
31,392
130,641
922,115

505,377
506,259
511,789
539,457
642,479
1,450,896

12,401
14,186
15,641
28,102
126,333
862,049

7698
12,237
14,390
27,323
113,210
813,015

6753
11,529
12,675
23,893
109,883
756,118

Fig. 11. Queue insertions ratio of TB-KDJ.

of TB-KDJ algorithm by 61 (when k ¼ 1) to 15 (when k ¼ 10,000) percent. It was also noted that
tie-breaking methods are more eﬃcient in small k values than in large k values.
Fig. 12 shows the distance computation ratios of the various methods to the None method.
Although the tie-breaking methods are aiming at reducing the number of insertions of node pair
into a main queue, the number of distance computations is also reduced in proportion to the
number of queue insertions. In our experiments, 27 (when k ¼ 1) to 13 (when k ¼ 10,000) percent
amount of distance computations was saved by the Prob method.
The number of R-tree node accesses, which constitutes important performance measures of
distance join algorithms together with the number of distance computations and the number
of queue insertions, is invariable regardless of any tie-breaking method. Nevertheless, Given a
limited R-tree buﬀer size, the number of R-tree nodes which are actually accessed from the disk
may be varied with each tie-breaking method. Thus, an eﬃcient R-tree buﬀer management policy
for each tie-breaking method can help reduce the actual number of R-tree node accesses. The issue
of the R-tree buﬀer management for distance join processing is beyond the scope of this paper.
Fig. 13 shows the total response time ratio of each method to the None method. Again, our
proposed methods were better than the other methods. Prob showed the best result by reducing
the response time of TB-KDJ by 45% (when k ¼ 1) to 13% (when k ¼ 10,000).
Meanwhile, the Prob method proposed in this paper requires to sample center points for any
given node pair in order to approximate the average distance of the node pair. Generally, the
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Fig. 12. Distance computations ratio of TB-KDJ.

Fig. 13. Response times ratio of TB-KDJ.

Fig. 14. Eﬀect of sampling numbers of center points on approximated probabilistic method.
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more number of center points are sampled, the more correctly the average distance will be approximated. To ﬁgure out the adequate number of samplings, we measured the performance of
TB-KDJ each for the varying number of samplings from 1 to 25. Fig. 14 shows their relative
response time ratios when 1-point case was set to 100%. The result implied that 4-point sampling
was enough to estimate the average distance for every k between 1 and 100,000.

7. Conclusions
This paper proposed tie-breaking priority methods to order node pairs of the same distance in a
main queue for eﬃcient processing of distance join queries. Since a large number of overlapping
node pairs are generated during a distance join processing, a priority measure to order them has a
great impact on the performances of distance join algorithms. Especially, a good tie-breaking
priority can greatly reduce the number of insertions of node pairs into the main queue. In this
paper, we ﬁrst presented two heuristic approaches to breaking methods, MaxDist and Overlap.
These methods, however, did not always show desirable results in all cases. To fully cover these
problems in a systematic way, we proposed a probabilistic tie-breaking method and its approximated version to be practical. Our proposed method enhanced the overall performances of distance join queries up to 44% in the experiments.
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